A Proposal to Host ATLAS Overview Week 2010
Minsk, Belarus
An Invitation


Organizers

- National Centre of Particle and High Energy Physics
- Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia
- Belarusian State University
- Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus
Facilities

- The Lyceum of the Belarusian State University provides:
  - Conference Hall (600 seats)
  - Small Conference Hall (50 seats)
  - a number of rooms for parallel sessions (24 to 75 seats)
Networking and Collaborative Tools

- Wireless network will be available (several hundreds notebooks)
- Dedicated computers/projectors will be available for presentations
- Several computers/printers will be available for the Organizing Committee and participants
Accommodation

- 2-3 star hotels at the rates € 35-70 per room/night
- 4-star hotel «Minsk» at the rates from € 85 per room/night
- Hostel at € 12-24 per night
- Transportation from the hotels to Conference Center is possible by foot (5-15 min. walk) or by public transport.
Meals

- Refreshments will be provided during meeting breaks.

- Lunch is available at the Lyceum canteen (150 persons capacity) and in local restaurants. Lunch vouchers will be provided.

- Restaurants and cafes situated within a walking distance (5-10 minutes) from the Conference Center (dinner prices from 5€).
Transportation

- The Organizing Committee will arrange transportation to Minsk and back for groups of participants arriving at and departing from international Airport Minsk-2.

- It is possible to get to/from the Airport Minsk-2 by public transport (Buses, Minibuses + Subway ~5€, 1 Hour)
  - Taxi ~40€, 30-40 minutes

- Public transport in the city:
  - subway and buses ~ 0.2€ per person/trip
  - minibuses ~0.5€

- The Conference Hall is located close to the subway station.
Cultural Events, evening time

- Minsk City Tour (2 hours)
- Meet the classics: Belarusian Opera and Ballet theatre (something one shouldn't miss!)
- Option: Belarusian State Philharmonia
Funding and Support

- Registration fee suggested is 300€. It includes Welcome Party and Conference Dinner, refreshments, lunches, excursion, theatre and group transportation from/to the Airport.

- Limited financial support (accommodation only) for some participants will be available.